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Sagittal plane displacements of the cervico-thoracic region and their relationship to 
pain, disability, athletic performance and neurophysiological measures: Implications 
towards patients with movement disorders
Deed E Harrison
Chiropractic BioPhysics®, United States

Background: High quality case control and randomized clinical trials (RCTs) evaluating sagittal plane alignment rehabilitation 
methods and their correlation to improved disability, performance, and neurophysiological measures are lacking. Given the 
significant posture abnormalities in patients diagnosed with movement disorders (Parkinson’s, Tourette’s, etc.), it is prudent to 
conduct and review such studies as they may provide insights and innovations into non-pharmacological treatment for these and 
other patient populations. 

Methods: Narrative literature review and discussion of our teams’ recent publications. We present three case-control investigations 
looking at the relationship between forward head posture (FHP) magnitude relative to: 1) sensorimotor control variables and 
autonomic nervous system (ANS) function; 2) sensorimotor integration variables; and 3) athletic performance measurements. 
Additionally, we present 5 RCTs on the effect of sagittal spine correction on a variety of outcomes including: pain, disability, 
sensorimotor control, and neurophysiology. 

Results: The case control investigations identified statistically significant differences between the FHP groups and control 
groups for sensorimotor measured variables (p < 0.001); for ANS measures (p < 0.001); for athletic performance measurements 
(p < 0.005), and for sensorimotor integration measurements (p < 0.005). The RCTs with long-term follow-up identified that 
patients receiving sagittal spine correction towards normal alignment improved statistically and clinically more in the following 
outcomes: pain and disability; sensorimotor control; ANS; and somatosensory evoked potentials and sensorimotor integration; 
all variables (p < 0.005).

Conclusions: Participants with FHP, abnormal thoracic and cervical sagittal curvature exhibited abnormal sensorimotor 
control, ANS dysfunction and athletic performance compared to those with normal posture alignment. Correction of sagittal 
displacements results in improved pain, disability, function, and neurophysiology. The implications of these findings relative to 
specific patients with Parkinson’s disease and Tourette’s syndrome are discussed.
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